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Abstract. We analyze the performance of deep neural architectures for
extracting shape representations of binary images, and for generating
low-dimensional representations of them. In particular, we focus on in-
dexing binary images exhibiting compounds of Maya hieroglyphic signs,
referred to as glyph-blocks, which constitute a very challenging dataset
of arts given their visual complexity and large stylistic variety. More pre-
cisely, we demonstrate empirically that intermediate outputs of convolu-
tional neural networks can be used as representations for complex shapes,
even when their parameters are trained on gray-scale images, and that
these representations can be more robust than traditional handcrafted
features. We also show that it is possible to compress such representations
up to only three dimensions without harming much of their discrimina-
tive structure, such that effective visualization of Maya hieroglyphs can
be rendered for subsequent epigraphic analysis.
Keywords: Shape retrieval; Neural networks; Dimensionality reduction
1 Introduction
Deep Learning has become the standard technique to face many problems in
visual recognition [12], where its potential for dealing with shape images has
mainly focused on recognizing numeral instances [7], generic shapes [21], and 3D
shapes [22]. However, more challenging scenarios remain to be explored, like the
case of ancient inscriptions [8].
Such is the case of the ancient Mayan languages, which were recorded by
means of a highly sophisticated system of hieroglyphic writing, comprising sev-
eral thousand hieroglyphic signs, which has left us with an exceptionally rich
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artistic legacy. Maya hieroglyphs constitute a collection of signs highly rich in
terms of style as reflected by their intricate visual structures and variations.
Therefore, enabling effective retrieval of visually similar hieroglyphs can help
epigraphers understand the structure of ancient languages and scribal practices.
Also, given a visual language model, it can help them recognize ambiguous in-
stances. However, these are very challenging tasks because of the highly visual
complexity of the hieroglyphic signs, including visual variations of them. Fig. 1
shows three examples of Maya hieroglyphs.
Fig. 1. Three glyph-blocks with 2, 3, and 3 individual glyph-signs, respectively: T0267,
T0613; T0001, T0671, T0671; and T0115, T0667, T0024.
Following the successful trend of deep learning to analyze shapes [21, 22],
we propose: (1) to index shapes of Maya hieroglyphs by using representations
extracted from intermediate layers of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN),
namely the Vgg-m network [19]; and (2) to use advanced dimensionality reduc-
tion methods for enabling effective visualization of them. In particular, we focus
on binary images containing glyph-blocks from the ancient Maya culture. This
is, groups of individual hieroglyphic-signs, which are combined to form coherent
sentences, and whose combinations may vary arbitrary in location and scale,
according to scribal styles and practices.
More precisely, we use the output of intermediate layers of Vgg-m as the
representation of the glyph-blocks. However, given the relative small size of our
dataset, a constraint for effectively training the parameters of the network is
imposed. Therefore, we kept the network parameters as learned from the Ima-
genet dataset [12] instead of training it with the shapes of Maya hieroglyphs.
This approach has proven effective in previous works [16, 23], and in this work
we demonstrate experimentally that it can be exploited to the extreme of rep-
resenting binary images with parameters learned on images of different nature,
i.e., gray-scale images. We compare the CNN intermediate representations with
the Histogram of Orientations Shape Context (HOOSC) [17], a handcrafted lo-
cal shape descriptors which has proven robust for dealing with complex shapes.
Our evaluation shows that representations extracted from intermediate layers of
the Vgg-m net outperform the retrieval precision of HOOSC.
In turn, we also investigate the potential of deep learning methods for gen-
erating low-dimensional shape representations, which could allow us to visual-
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ize glyph-blocks for further epigraphic/palaeographic analysis. Namely, we use
supervised autoencoders and t-SNE [19] to map our data onto very short repre-
sentations [11, 14]. Autoencoders have been used to learn local descriptors and
found to be competitive with respect to handcrafted descriptors [3]. An early use
of autoencoders for image retrieval proposed a binary representation for hashing-
based retrieval, which proved to be highly effective [11]. A thorough review of
representation learning techniques and details about autoencoders can be found
in [1]. Our results show that these techniques provide more robust short repre-
sentations with respect to traditional PCA [10]. Namely, t-SNE obtained slightly
improved retrieval performance with respect to the use of autoencoders.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses work
related to description and indexing of Maya hieroglyphs. Section 3 details our
methodology. Section 4 explains the dataset we used. Section 5 presents our
experimental protocol and results. And section 6 lists our conclusions.
2 Related work
Binary shapes have been previously described by using autoencoders with logistic
transfer functions [7]. Specifically, the work in [7] gives a detailed description of
the architecture of autoencoders, and discusses their potential for processing
faces and digits with visualization purposes. However, the dataset of digits is far
less challenging that the Maya hieroglyphs we process in this work.
In a related direction, shapes of generic object (i.e., manual sketches) were
successfully described by using convolutional neural networks (CNN) to per-
form sketch-based 3D shape retrieval [21]. In particular, that work proposes a
methodology for cross-modal retrieval based on the use of siamese convolutional
networks, which work well for shapes of generic objects.
The VGG-m net [19] is a deep CNN proposed to address the problem of
classifying large datasets of images. It has been evaluated varying its architecture
and parameters, and it was shown that deep CNN are suitable for extracting
visual patterns from images at different levels of abstraction. Thus, we use two
of its intermediate layers to compute shape representations in this work.
Later, it has been shown that it is possible to use convolutional neural net-
works off-the-shelf [16]. This is, to use the parameters of a network as learned
on a training dataset of different nature than the test dataset. Variations of
this approach might use such parameters as initial solution and then perform
a fine tuning of them on a training set of similar nature than the test dataset.
We, however, use the VGG-m network parameters off-the-shelf as learned on
the Imagenet dataset i.e., with no fine tuning. The reason for this is that our
dataset is not large enough for conducting an adequate training of the network.
Nevertheless, off-the-shelf parameters work well in practice, as shown by our
results.
Regarding the processing of Maya hieroglyphs, a retrieval system encoding
glyph context information was proposed in [9], where glyphs within a block were
converted into a first-order Markov chain, statistical glyph co-occurrence model
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and shape representation were combined for glyph retrieval. HOOSC [17] descrip-
tor with Bag-of-Words pipeline was used to represent shape feature of glyphs.
The proposed system was further evaluated in [8], where two statistical glyph
co-occurrence language models extracted from diverse data sources were tested
on two different Maya glyph datasets extracted from codices and monuments
separately.
In [3], two types of shape representations were studied in a bag-of-words based
pipeline to recognize Maya glyphs. The first was a knowledge-driven HOOSC
representation, and the second was a data-driven representation obtained by
applying an unsupervised Sparse Autoencoder (SA). In addition to the glyph
data, the generalization ability of the descriptors was investigated on the larger-
scale sketch dataset [5]. From their experiments, the data-driven representation
performed overall in par with hand-designed representation for similar locality
sizes for which the descriptor was computed. It is also observed that a larger
number of hidden units, the use of average pooling, and a larger training data
size in the SA representation improved the descriptor performance. Additionally,
it is noted that the characteristics of the data and stroke size played an important
role in the learned representation.
A limitation of the work presented in [3] was that a single layer autoencoder
was used. We expect deeper autoencoders to provide better overall shape rep-
resentations. In our paper, we designed an autoencoder with 3 hidden layers.
Furthermore, we use the learned hidden representations for dimensionality re-
duction and visualization purposes instead of using them as convolutional filters.
This is why the deepest layer in our autoencoder model has only 3 units. Another
different aspect of this work and our work is training separate autoencoders for
each class. This brings supervision to our overall model.
3 Approach
This section explains the preprocessing steps used for description, the super-
vised autoencoder model and its training, and the procedures for dimensionality
reduction.
3.1 Preprocessing
In this work, we face the problem of describing shapes of very high visual com-
plexity. This problem has been faced previously using local shapes descriptors
[17], which reported high success rates. Therefore, we also rely on local shape
descriptors, both for the baseline method and the proposed approach.
Binarization. Following the state-of-the-art on document binarization, we
first applied a robust segmentation procedure to the images. We found that the
graph-based segmentation strategy [6] applied on the image filtered by mean-
shift over a combination of its HSV components added with spatial localisation,
provides robust segmentation results. In particular, this segmentation is robust
to small noisy artifact found in the pictures. We then simply computed average
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gray-scale color for every region and applied a fixed threshold to obtain the
binary mask.
Description. We computed robust descriptors for the glyph-blocks using 3
approaches:
– BoW: We sampled, uniformly, 15% of points from the medial axis of the
shape, and used them as points of interest on which to compute Histograms
of Orientations Shape Context (HOOSC) [17]. On average, this sampling rate
resulted in 804.6±417.4 points per glyph-block. To produce final representa-
tions for subsequent actions, we quantized the sets of HOOSC descriptors to
generate bag representations. In particular, it has been shown that a visual
vocabulary of 2000 words works well for the HOOSC descriptor [17]. There-
fore, we used a randomly selected set of HOOSC’s to compute k = 2000
visual words using k-means clustering [13]. Compared to other methods for
shape description, HOOSC has obtained higher retrieval results dealing with
individual hieroglyphs and generic shapes [17], as well as localizing specific
shapes within large images [18].
– conv5: We used the output of the fifth convolutional layer of the Vgg-m
network [19] as shape representation.
– fc7: This is the last fully-connected layer of the Vgg-m network.
The VGG-m network is inspired from Zeiler and Fergus’s network (ZFnet)
[24] for ImageNet data. ZFnet builts upon AlexNet [12] (8-layer network with
5-convolutional and 3 fully-connected layers) with few differences: smaller stride
and receptive field sizes in the first convolutional layer and larger stride in conv2
layer. As the only difference of the VGG-m network with respect to the ZFnet,
the conv4 layer has half number of filters (512 vs. 1024). In both cases, conv5
and fc7, the network parameters are kept as learned from the Imagenet data
[12]. We decided to use the output of these layers as they are shown to be com-
petitive as global image descriptors, especially fc7-layer activations outperform
the shallow handcrafted representationsfor many computer vision tasks [16]. As
pointed out in [24], the activations from early layers learn primitive edge and
color structures, and each next layer learns more complex combinations of the
previous layer activations, i.e., edges, object parts, and in the end, object tem-
plates. Furthermore, the experiments in [23] show that layers towards the end of
the network are more dataset-specific, whereas the output of middle layers has
better generalization for different datasets.
Table 1 shows the dimensionality of each of the three shape representations
previously described.
Table 1. Number of features of each of the three shape representations.
Representation BoW conv5 fc7
Number of features 2,000 86,528 4,096
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3.2 Model training
Following previous works for dimensionality reduction with autoencoders [7, 11],
we trained several 7-layer fully connected autoencoders, one per visual class in
our datasets. Here, the input layer contains as many units as the dimensionality
of the shape representation, i.e., 2000 for HOOSC, 86528 for conv5, and 4096 for
fc7. We decided to use 3 units for the 4-th layer, which is the deepest layer of the
encoding phase, as we are interested in producing output representations that
are suitable for visualization purposes. The number of units in the two interme-
diate layers, 500 and 100 units, was chosen after trying several combinations,
such that it minimized the reconstruction error. Also, we used a fully connected
architecture between consecutive layers, and a Logistic function in all units of
the autoencoder. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the supervised autoencoder
















Fig. 2. Architecture of the supervised autoencoders used in this work, and detail of a
single unit in it.
For training the autoencoders, we relied on standard gradient descent and
back-propagation algorithms [7], which iteratively minimize the reconstruction
square error e between m input training representations and their corresponding














where j is the index of the training example, and the dimensionality of the input
Ij and its respective output Oj are indexed from i = 1, . . . , n.
We trained all autoencoders during 1000 epochs, and used an auxiliary crite-
rion for early stopping. Namely, training finished when one of the three following
conditions was met:
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– The maximum number of epochs was reached.
– The average sum of the square reconstruction error e was less than or equal
to 10−3 in the last epoch.
– The average error et, of the t-th epoch, is very close to the average historic
error ht, which we computed using exponential smoothing as,
ht = αht−1 + (1− α) et, (2)
where, α is a parameter to control the amount of history that is tracked (we
set α = 0.15 in this work). Thus, we stopped training if ∆ (e) ≤ 10−6, where,
∆ (e) = |ht−1 − et|, (3)
where, | · | denotes absolute difference.
Although training itself is conducted without supervision, we refer to these
autoencoders as “supervised” since the set of instances for training each autoen-
coder is defined under supervision, i.e., one autoencoder per class.
3.3 Dimensionality reduction
Once the autoencoders are trained, shape representations are reduced by:
1. Filter: This step consists of passing a shape representation through both the
encoder and the decoder to generate a reconstructed representation, which
is expected to be a cleaned version of itself. In our case we consider one
autoencoder per class, and we assume unawareness of the class of the test
instance. Therefore, we pass its representation I through all autoencoders
and generate a set {Of} of F different filtered outputs, as
Of = gf (I) , (4)
where, gf (·) denotes the full sequence of encoding and decoding performed
by the f -th autoencoder.
2. Max-pooling: This consists of choosing the best candidate among the outputs
generated by the set of autoencoders to be the final cleaned version. More
precisely, we choose the output with the lowest reconstruction error with




Finally, we choose the autoencoder that attains the lowest reconstruction
error for a given input, and then use only its encoding phase to produce a short
representation s. Mathematically,
s = ð∗ (I) , (6)
where ð∗ denotes the encoding phase of the autoencoder that produces O∗, which
is chosen by Eq. (5).
Note that such short representations are suitable for both indexing and re-
trieval, as we will show in section 5.
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4 Hieroglyphic Shapes
The dataset used in this work is a subset of a larger collection currently un-
der compilation by joint efforts of epigraphers and computer scientists. It com-
prises manually segmented and annotated glyph-blocks, among several more sign
compounds of different granularity, which have been extracted from the extant
Maya codices (folded bark-paper books) produced by the ancient Maya civiliza-
tion within the Yucatan peninsula during the postclassic period (ca. 1100-1520
C.E). Although several thousand Maya hieroglyphic texts recorded on different
media have been documented by explorers, archaeologists and researchers, the
paramount importance of the codices lies in part in their extreme rarity, as the
majority were destroyed by Spanish clerical authorities during colonial times,
and only three of undisputed authenticity are preserved today at libraries at
Dresden, Paris, and Madrid. The database is planned to be accessible to schol-
ars as part of a future project publication.
Each record in the dataset consists of a single annotated glyph-block, which is
a compound of several individual glyph-signs (glyph-blocks are often composed
by one to six glyphs signs), which numbers and arrangement possibilities within
the block can take a myriad different configurations that we are systematically
investigating for Digital Palaeography and Sign-Encoding purposes. In turn, each
individual sign is indicated by a unique code. The most commonly used catalog
of glyph-signs is the Thomson catalog [20], where each glyph-sign is referred to
by a consecutive number preceded by the letter ‘T’, e.g., T0024, T0106, etc.
Given that glyph-blocks are conformed by individual glyph-signs, we an-
notated them by the sequence of their constituting “members”. For instance,
T0759b-T0025-T0181 and T0024-T1047a define two different classes, the former
with 3 glyph-signs, and the later with 2. Note that, although the order of signs
suggests by itself a sequential visual placement of the individual signs [8], there
is not certitude of their actual location, and of whether they have been subject
to scale or affine transformations. Nevertheless, our methodology is able to de-
code such visual variations, and produce accurate retrieval results. Furthermore,
this definition of class poses two potential scenarios for partial matching: two
classes with same individual glyph-signs in different order; and one class being a
subclass of another one. However, we did not investigate partial matching cases
in this work.
To produce the data used in this work, epigraphers in our team manually
cropped glyph-block from the three Maya codices. For this work, a subset of
glyph-blocks was chosen so that the percentage of images with visual noise was
kept as in the complete dataset. Overall we defined two datasets: training and
testing, both of them with the same 12 classes.
Regarding the training set, it corresponds to 102 instances manually cropped
and cleaned by epigraphers. The test set, whose instances were only cropped but
not cleaned, is formed by 780 glyph-blocks. Fig. 3 shows the same glyph-block
in both the training and test dataset, i.e., with and without the manual cleaning
procedure.
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Fig. 3. Glyph-block with two glyph-signs: T0668 top and T0102 bottom. The same
block is in both the training and test dataset, respectively, i.e., without and with the
manual cleaning procedure.
As shown in Table 2, the datasets are not totally balanced. However, the
amount of instances per class remains within the same order, i.e., minimum
and maximum within the same dataset. As small as these datasets might seem,
epigraphers conducted a largely time consuming process to produce them. In
fact, one long term objective of this work is to ameliorate such process.
Table 2. Total number of instances (glyph-blocks) in each dataset. Also, the minimum
and maximum number of instances per class, and the respective average.
Dataset num. classes num. instances minimum average maximum
Train 12 102 5 8.5± 3˜.6 16
Test 12 780 8 65±44.6 144
5 Experimental Results
To assess the impact that the trained supervised autoencoders have on the shape
representations, we computed the average intra-class variation that the three
different shape representations produce on the training set, both before and after
using the autoencoders. Namely, we computed this average intra-class variation
as the average of the pairwise distance (Euclidean) between all elements within
each class, and then averaged them across classes.
As shown in Table 3, the use of autoencoders helps producing representa-
tions with higher similarity within a visual class. In particular, the intra-class
variation of the BoW representations does not change largely, while the neural
representations conv5 and fc7 produce much lower intra-class variations after
using the autoencoders.
We compared the retrieval performance obtained by:
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Table 3. Average intra-class variation in the training dataset before and after cleaning
the shape representations with the supervised autoencoders.
Method before (Raw) after (Clean)
BoW 9.11× 10−2 3.03× 10−3
conv5 3.87× 103 1.32× 101
fc7 1.21× 102 5.22× 10−5
– Raw: these are the three shape representations: BoW, conv5, and fc7.
– PCA: this consists in applying PCA to the input shape representations.
For visualization purposes we chose the 3 principal components as output
representations.
– AE3D: it results from applying dimensionality reduction by using only the
encoding phase of the autoencoder, i.e., using Eq. (6). Thus a 3-dimensional
vector.
– t-SNE: this is a dimensionality reduction method based on minimizing the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions of representations in
their original and reduced space [15]. We chose 3 components to make it
comparable with PCA and AE3D.
Note that the dimensionality of Raw varies depending on the representation
method, while PCA, AE3D, and t-SNE are the shortest representations with
only 3 dimensions each.
We report our results as training and testing. For training, we used all ele-
ments in the training set as queries, one at a time, and compared them against all
remaining instances also in the training set. This is done by using the L2 distance
between pairs of shape representations. We proceed likewise for the elements in
the test set, comparing them against all elements in the test set only. However,
both the estimation of the visual vocabulary and the training of autoencoders
were conducted using only the training set. We report the mean of the average
precision computed using the 10 most similar glyph-blocks as retrieved by each
of the methods (mAP@10).
Table 4 show the retrieval performance of the three shape representations
before applying the dimensionality reduction techniques. As seen in Table 4,
the neural-based representations work well for shape images, even when their
parameters were learned using gray-scale images from the Imagenet. In partic-
ular, in the case of noisy data (the test set), off-the-shelf CNN representations
from the conv5 layer outperform the other representations by a large margin
(≈ 26− 49%).
As mentioned before, one of our goals is that of generating short representa-
tions that facilitate the visualization of the glyph-blocks for epigraphic analysis.
Table 5 shows the mAP@10 results obtained after using the dimensionality re-
duction techniques listed at the beginning of this section. We used the training
set here to learn the parameters of the autoencoder (AE3D). However, these
results correspond to the test set only.
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Table 4. Mean Average Precision before dimensionality reduction, i.e., using the 3 raw
representations. These results were computed using the 10 most similar glyph-blocks





Table 5. Mean Average Precision (mAP@10) using dimensionality reduction tech-
niques on the test set. Best result for each representation in bold.
PCA AE3D t-SNE
BoW 0.390 0.515 0.567
conv5 0.569 0.564 0.898
fc7 0.346 0.256 0.601
Table 5 shows that the use of t-SNE, with only 3 dimensions, improves the
retrieval performance of the BoW approach, i.e., from 0.412 to 0.567; and that it
produces retrieval results that are only slightly below for the neural-based rep-
resentations, i.e., from 0.904 to 0.898 and from 0.672 to 0.601 respectively. Note
that in general, t-SNE with 3 dimensions achieves higher retrieval performance
than the other 3-dimensional approaches, i.e., PCA and AE3D. Namely, the t-
SNE representations also have smooth transitions, e.g., erosion, among samples
of a given class as reported in [2].
Regarding the performance attained with AE3D, one can see that this is an
adequate approach to deal with bags of local descriptors. However, it results
rather harmful for the case of neural representations. This behavior remains to
be confirmed in a neural architecture that could include such compression layer,
such that its training could happen during the classification-based training of
the whole network, and not separately as we did here. In [4], the dimensionality
of the last layer was decreased from 4096 to 128 with a small decrease in the
performance (about 2%) for the VGG-m net. As a future study, these encour-
aging results can motivate to add a dimensionality reduction layer at the end of
the network structure and learn its parameters together with other parameters.
Also, an evaluation conducted using shallow autoencoders, of only one hidden
layer of 3 units, resulted in very low performance, i.e., only 0.16 for the conv5
representation. Likewise, an attempt to use a single autoencoder for all classes
produced very poor performance. This is due to fact that 3 dimensions are
not enough for encoding enough information in a single model, which is the
motivation for evaluating the performance of supervised autoencoders.
Fig. 4 shows the average retrieval precision as a function of the standard
recall for the three raw shape representations, and for their respective short
representations obtained using t-SNE. These curves correspond to the general-
ization case, i.e., when the models are learned on the training dataset and then
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applied to the test data. Note that in general they are consistent with the results
shown in Table 4 and Table 5.





























Fig. 4. Average retrieval precision of each method as a function of the standard recall.
The most relevant results from this experimentation are that: (1) complex
shapes can be effectively indexed by neural representations (i.e., intermediate
outputs of a convolutional neural network), even if they are trained on different
datasets; and that (2) their dimensionality can be reduced up to 3 dimensions
without too much harm to the retrieval performance, thus allowing for effective
visualization of the complex shapes.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows examples of retrieval results obtained using the three
shape representations and t-SNE. As seen in Fig. 5, more relevant glyph-blocks
are retrieved by conv5-tSNE in comparison with the other two representations.
6 Conclusions
We proposed the use of neural representations of complex shapes, and the use
of dimensionality reduction techniques for indexing Maya hieroglyphs, this with
purposes of retrieval and visualization. Namely, we compared the retrieval per-
formance obtained using the outputs of intermediate layers from a convolutional
neural network, trained on the Imagenet dataset, and bag representations con-
structed from handcrafted robust local shape descriptors.
Our results show that this methodology is suitable to produce improved shape
representations of very low dimensionality, i.e., up to 3 dimensions. In particu-
lar, the use of autoencoders is able to improve bag representations built upon
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Fig. 5. Examples of retrieval results obtained on the Maya glyph-blocks with the three
shape representations and the dimensionality reduction technique. From left to right:
BoW-tSNE, conv5-tSNE, and fc7-tSNE. First column shows queries. Then from left
to right are the most similar elements in descending order. The blue frame denotes a
glyph-bock relevant to the query.
handcrafted descriptors, although it does not have positive impact on the neural
representations. Also, both bag and neural representations can be compressed to
3 dimensions with only a negligible drop in retrieval performance.
Two aspects of this work stand out. First, the successful use of neural-
based representations learned on different datasets, which was important as the
dataset of interest in this work is relatively small, thus resulting on the over-
parametrization of the networks with respect to the dataset. Second, different
from classical learning approaches, where evaluation is performed on datasets
of considerably smaller size with respect to the training sets, we were able to
achieve good performance with handcrafted features using a training set of about
half the size of the evaluation set.
Finally, our methodology can be used for proposing known instances of
Mayan glyphs, as candidates for deciphering new examples where visual noise
hampers the decision of epigraphers.
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